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As we tuck the boats away for the winter, we reflect
on the season that was. While the summer was
certainly different, many of the things that make
QCYC what it is remained the same. There was
sailing both in the harbour and further afield, there
were (physically distant) cocktails shared on the
picnic tables and member-led improvement projects
to make our club a better place, and we were even
lucky enough to host the time-honoured Sailpast
event on the lawn. Read about all of this and more in
this issue of the Clipper.
To all the members who made it to the club this
season and all those who couldn’t join us in person,
we hope to see you all again in the spring with new
stories and more adventures to share.
Thank you, as always, to the wonderful QCYC volunteers and contributors who make the Clipper possible.
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Temporary Metre Bags at
Northgate Garbage Compound

QCYC Flood
Mitigation Strategy
By Ron Mazza

A number of members have expressed interest in the
raised red section walkway now being constructed
wondering why it is so high, why it is constructed of
sandbags, and what, exactly, it is supposed to do. This
article is intended to answer those questions as well as to
outline where this new raised walkway fits into our overall
flood control strategy.
Our Grounds Chair, Rob Hupfield, outlined that strategy at
the virtual spring information meeting last May but I want
to take this opportunity to go through it again. It’s
important. We had major high water in 2017 and 2019 and
a near-miss this year. The threat of flooding is still with us
and by all indications will continue to be.

After the record high water levels of 2019, a committee
was formed last fall under the direction of the Board to
devise a long term strategy related to future high water
threats. It was chaired by Ken Owen and included Rob
Hupfield, Pat Walton, Paul Horne, David Hall, Jeff Imai,
and myself. The committee met a number of times in the
fall and early winter and finalized an overall plan to provide
long-term flood protection for the Club.
The objective of the plan is to keep the QCYC grounds and
clubhouse as dry as possible to allow normal Club activities to occur despite high water levels. This is to be
accomplished by first keeping the water out by the
creation of an enclosing dyke, then removing any water
that gets inside that dyke. The philosophy is, where
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Temporary Sandbag
Wall North Side

possible, to provide permanent infrastructure to minimize
the need to fill and place thousands of sandbags each
time we are threatened by high water; and, where
possible, to build permanent defenses that blend into the
landscape. Some of the work is already completed, some
is underway, and some is still to be done.
We did investigate raising the clubhouse but concluded
that the close to $500,000 cost to do so was not warranted
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as we would still need to keep the grounds dry if we
wished to function as a club. If we can keep the grounds
dry we also succeed in keeping the clubhouse dry.
The Island residential community to the east is also developing a strategy and is being assisted by the City of
Toronto with the proposed construction of a protective
berm along Seneca that will terminate at our property
line. That berm was supposed to have been constructed

this fall but has now been delayed until 2021. The City is
providing no such infrastructure help to their Island boat
club tenants. We are on our own.
In summary, working around the Club clockwise starting
at the north gate, the QCYC flood mitigation strategy, and
its completion status is as follows:

Garbage Compound
- Work Underway
This was a major weak point in our defenses in past
floods. The area has now been cleared and a temporary
barrier of large metre sandbags installed. The Toronto
Regional Conservation Authority on behalf of the City of
Toronto, as noted above, is intending to construct a
protective berm along Seneca to protect the residential
community but that berm inexplicitly stops at our property
line. Our long term plan is to install a vinyl sheet pile wall
set inside the existing wall that would butt into the City
berm. This wall would allow the garbage area to remain

where it is and be high enough to withstand overtopping of
that wall with high water and wave action. We were hoping
to have that new vinyl wall installed by now but COVID has
made the delivery of the necessary material from the US
very difficult. So in the short term, we have dismantled the
old garbage compound and installed large metre bags of
sand set 10’ inside the seawall as a temporary line of
defense. Once that new wall is built the metre bags can be
removed, their sand deployed elsewhere, and the garbage
compound can then be reconstructed incorporating new
equipment storage sheds.

The North Seawall
- Work Underway
This wall is presently protected by a high sandbag wall
that was initially constructed as part of the 2019 defenses
and recently reinforced. The ultimate plan would be to use
these sandbags to build up a permanent grass-covered
berm 10' inside the steel seawall linked into the vinyl wall
to the west and the seawall to the east. Water trapped

Completed Removable
Wall Extension East
Seawall Near Clubhouse

Completed Removable Drop
Boards at Dinghy Ramp

height of the wall with a removable wooden
upstand. The wooden upstand would only be
installed during high water periods. The
“QCYC Steel Workers" workparty last fall
removed the cap angles on the wall its full
length from the north end to the dry sail
crane in preparation for this work. Over the
winter, the Club engaged a contractor to
perform the welding and QCYC members
constructed the wood upstand. The wood for
the upstand has now been stored in a
specially built locker awaiting its need in the
future.

between the berm and the seawall would be drained away
to the east as in past high water events

A particular area of concern in this section of
wall in past floods was the dinghy ramp at
the pump-out station. This section of wall
had been reduced in height to facilitate boat
launching, and in periods of high water
leaked like a sieve despite our best efforts.
The high rate of water leakage in this area
washed away significant areas of ground.
This has now been rectified by welding in
steel plates and the construction of a builtup wood drop boards. These inserts are also now in
storage awaiting their need in the fall.

East Seawall to the Dry Sail Crane
- Work Completed

Red Section Raised Walk Way Work Under Way

The existing seawall on the east side of the clubhouse was
another major weakness in our defenses. If water
overtopped this wall there was no effective way of stopping
the flow as there is no possibility of placing sandbags or a
berm between the clubhouse and the wall to control the
flow. Last year a short-term fix was implemented with
sandbags placed on top of the wall and the wall itself
“sealed” with expanding foam and construction tape. It
actually worked amazingly well but was very temporary.

The Club is particularly vulnerable to flooding in this area.
High water topped the sheet pile wall in both 2017 and
2019. Work in this area is now well underway and has
been ongoing over the summer and will hopefully be
substantially completed this fall. This raised walkway is to
serve both as a dyke to keep a foreseeable level of high
water out and provide a dry walking surface. The raised
path is built on a sandbag base to ensure water tightness
and will be sloped 1 to 3 each side to facilitate access. The
slopes will be grass-covered. The south end of this path is
now essentially complete and work is ongoing to complete

The committee designed a detail to permanently seal the
top of this wall using welding plates and to extend the
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its north section.

Railway - Yet to Start
The long term plan is to rebuild the sides of the railway cut
with the same vinyl sheet pile wall we plan to use at the
garbage compound, assuming it proves successful there.
We can then build a system of drop-in boards to seal the
railway similar to the dinghy ramp but on a larger scale.
We would need to devise a means of sealing around the
tracks, however, to make that work. In the meantime, we
will need to stay with a sandbag wall in this location.

Mast Storage and Crane Area
- Yet to Start
This area between the railway and the south gate is
generally a low elevation and prone to early flooding. A
permanent dyke/walkway in this area is problematic as it
would interfere with mast movements between the crane
and the mast rack. The only viable long term solution is to

generally raise the whole area. That, however, will require
a considerable volume of dirt, so this area is still under
consideration. In the meantime, this area will still require
sandbagging.

The Crash Slip
– Still Under Consideration
The cut in the seawall just outside the south gate is on our
property but is as essential to the protection of our
residential neighbors as it is to us, so we are working in
close collaboration with our neighbors on how to protect
this area. In the past, this area has been protected with a
sandbag wall. Consideration is being given to closing off
the end of this cut with the vinyl sheet pile wall or dropboards but in the short term, sandbags will likely be the
best alternative.

Sump Pits - Partially Completed
Even if we are 100% successful in dyking the whole yard
and Club, we will need to deal with the water percolating
Red Section Walkway
During 2019 Flooding

Red Section Walkway in its
New Raised Configuration

Sandbag Wall at Railway
Looking North During 2019
Flooding

up through the ground as well as the inevitable leakage
that will likely occur in portions of our perimeter. This will
be done with a series of strategically located sump pits
with weeping tiles in a gravel bed to collect this water and
pump it back to the lagoon. Temporary sump pits installed
during the 2019 flood proved very successful. These
permanent sump pits have been installed adjacent to Red
Section, at the base of the railway, and near the LTS
building. Future pits would be located in the dry sail area.

Blue, Yellow, Green, and City View
Moorings - Yet to be Completed
All the proposed and completed strategies listed above
deal with the Club grounds; however, the majority of our
moorings are adjacent to Parks property outside these

Drainage Trench Being Dug
in Red Section Prior to
Raising the Walk

grounds. We lease the water for moorings but not the
adjacent land. These areas, therefore, require a different
strategy since we cannot build permeant structures on
public parkland. The intent in these areas, with permission
of City Parks, would be to provide temporary raised
walkways and social gathering areas allowing dry access
to the moorings and a barbecue area. This work was interrupted, like other work, by COVID and the lower water
levels this year.
I hope the above description gives members a good idea of
the overall strategy related to flood control and answers
any questions members may have, however, if anyone has
any further questions, comments, or suggestions please
reach out to anyone on the Flood Mitigation Committee.

Al Harris & Paul Lehal

Giving Back to our
Sailing Community
Since the beginning of August, 2020, I’ve had the
pleasure of volunteering with the Disabled Sailing
Association of Ontario. I wasn’t sure what to expect
when I first arrived at their dock, conveniently
located at the Harbourfront Centre. Members
requiring accessibility accommodations register to
come for a sail, and are paired up with a
companion to help navigate purpose-built Martin
16 boats within Toronto Harbour. Mechanical hoists
are available at the dock to assist members getting
into and out of the boats if needed, and within
minutes they are off on their adventure. Friendships form quickly, and I was pleased to discover
that once the sail is over, everyone relaxes over

By Paul Lehal

drinks back at the clubhouse. Sound familiar? This
Queen City-like atmosphere has been carefully
cultivated by Amanda Karahanas, DSAO
President, and I admire all the work she and her
team put into creating a warm, welcoming
environment for sailors of all abilities to thrive. It
has truly been a rewarding experience, and one
that I hope can be replicated at our own club in the
years to come. If you would like to volunteer as a
sailing companion or another role, please reach
out to DSAO at info@disabledsailingontario.com .
I’m also happy to further discuss my time spent
with DSAO.

Picking up the pilot
By Al Rae jr.

Having been brought up on Toronto Harbour and sailed
the length and breadth of Lake Ontario, I have come to
realize that most of my freshwater peers are very adept at
boat handling, are familiar with and apply savvy
seamanship, and have acquired a good knowledge of the
Rules of the Road. Among those peers are Peter Jones,
Ron Mazza, Peter Broecker, and Paul Olsen. In fact, I
would suggest that our understanding of the often capricious nature of our Great Lakes environment and the
unpredictable whims of the weather provides a solid
foundation of experience even when compared to
saltwater challenges.

A personal case in point.
Back in the early ‘60s, I had planned an architectural
pilgrimage on a Vespa scooter from London up to darkest
Finland then down to the sunny Riviera. But first, how to
“Cross the Pond?” Problem solved…I would take a
passenger freighter. A little research uncovered a freighter
sailing from Montreal that was listed with a well-established shipping line (which shall remain nameless for
reasons that will become evident) and the booking was
made.
Arriving in Montreal on a sunny June day, I approached
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quayside and looked DOWN on the freighter. HMMMM…
looked awfully small for an Atlantic crossing. On boarding,
I was introduced to the First Officer and shown my cabin.
We soon cast off and entered the river traffic on the St.
Lawrence. We proceeded downriver and out to the Gulf,
stopping in at many small ports along the way, loading
and off-loading various mixed cargos.
The pace was slow and the experience interesting. As we
made our way out unto the Atlantic the rhythm of the
ship's life became a comfortable routine. The crossing
was blessed with good weather and while I got to know
most of the crew, the First Officer became a good friend. It
was obvious that he ran the ship and he shared her
"nooks and crannies" with me. She was a well-found
vessel.

ladder to looard." It was then I saw the First Officer and
the Captain leaning out from the wheelhouse window. The
First Officer looked numb as the Captain merrily waved to
the pilot, shouting in a somewhat slurred fashion "Come
aboard! Come aboard!" This debacle went on while the
First Officer stood silently by and the Captain continued to
shout his ranted invitations to an increasingly frustrated
pilot. Finally, I leaned over the rail and shouted to the
Captain "Put the boarding ladder to looard!" He looked up
with bleary eyes, shrugged and withdrew. The First Officer
took over and redeployed the ladder to starboard. I
crossed over and watched as the pilot climbed aboard.
Just before he disappeared into the wheelhouse he gave
me a smile, a cheery wave, and a "Thank you laddy!" I
retired to my cabin.

The Captain did not make an appearance. As we
approached the Channel the First Officer invited the
passengers to attend a “last night” dinner with the
Captain at his table. Dinner was fine and festive with good
food and copious quantities of wine, followed by shots of
schnapps and wee drams of single malts. The First
Officer drank very little, aware of his responsibilities. The
Captain, however, became drunk as a skunk and had to
be helped from the table to his cabin.

The next morning, as we approached the mouth of the
Thames on our way upriver to Victoria and Albert Docks,
the Captain was nowhere to be seen. I sat down for
breakfast and was given the silent treatment by the ship's
company. The First Officer refused to acknowledge me.
For, of course, I had broken the first "Rule of the Sea"…
never question or countermand the Captain's instructions. It was lucky I was only ignored. In another era, I
might have been clapped in irons or sent to the brig. The
Pilot, however, enjoying a welcome cup of coffee in the
corner, gave me a big wink and a thumbs up.

The First Officer had told me that, as they approached
Portsmouth, they would be picking up the Channel Pilot
about 3:00am. Well, I thought, that will be interesting to
see and set my alarm accordingly. About a quarter to
three I woke and made my way up the ladder to the flying
bridge, over the wheelhouse. The wind was from the
north-east at about a Beaufort Force 5 or 6…not especially
rough seas but "bumpy" for sure. I went to starboard and
looked for the pilot boat. Nothing in sight! After waiting for
about five minutes I heard cries and shouts from the
weather side. Crossing to the port side I looked down. The
pilot boat was circling and the pilot was hailing "Put the
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So…all in all…I did the right thing…even though it was the
wrong thing. Not bad for a freshwater lad.

QCYC Goes
Cruising

Cormorants near
Prince Edward County

Blue Streak on a mooring ball
at Thwartway (Leek) Island

Peter Eckersley island hopping
back to Thwartway Island

Full moon at the anchorage
at Beaurivage Island

Island Eclipse in Prince Edward
County and Main Duck Island
(this page and next)

Commodore
Ron Mazza commodore@qcyc.ca

This COVID year of 2020 is drawing
to a close and it’s been quite a year.
Considering the uncertainties
related to COVID 19 that we were
facing in March, things actually have
turned out amazingly well. We launched boats, got the
Club running, the tender operating, and the restaurant
open; we organized some racing, and managed to assist
our members financially with fee reductions. But it didn’t
just happen. I have to acknowledge the huge contribution
by every member of the Board and many members of the
Club during an unprecedented year. It would not have
happened without their dedication and commitment to
the Club.
First, the Board. In the order that they appear on the
website listing here is your 2021 Board.
I need to thank Jeff Imai for stepping into the very
challenging role of Vice Commodore last year and not only
having to learn that role but also become our primary
resource on the rapidly changing world of COVID regulations. Jeff successfully scaled a very steep learning curve
this year.
Our Rear Commodore, the venerable Graham Dougall,
due to his longevity on the Board, is its backbone providing
our corporate memory and keeping us on track as well as
introducing us all to the virtual world of Club meetings. If
the Board has any semblance of running smoothly, thank
Graham. He also expertly managed to organize some
Club racing and to be instrumental through LORC in
organizing regional racing including the very successful
combined QCYC/RCYC regatta in September.
Fleet Captain, Andy Oakes not only got the Algonquin
Queen running superbly but also had to deal with
Transport Canada’s continually changing COVID require-

ments and operate the single most expensive Club
operation in a reduced revenue year. And if that wasn’t
enough, Andy took on the onsite activities of his previous
portfolio, Moorings, and if that wasn’t enough he could
often be seen lugging sandbags and pavers, and if that
wasn’t enough how ‘bout those movie nights.
Dan Smith, in his first year as Treasurer, not only had to
learn that role but had to guide us through the financial
implications and impacts of COVID and the myriad
government assistance programs being created and
revised almost daily. He did an amazing job. And if that
wasn’t enough he serenaded us all after Sailpast on the
Club lawn.
Our Secretary, Nansi Thomas, had her workload
increased substantially by the sheer number of meetings
the Management Committee and Board held this year.
Halfway through the year, we had already surpassed our
normal number of meetings all of which require detailed
notes or minutes. She also had to deal with me as a
Commodore who insisted on "improving" her already
perfectly good Board minutes.
Mark MacRae, our House Chair found himself mostly
without a House this year but did manage to get all
washrooms, and laundry facilities up and running plus
restaurant service despite an ongoing battle with critters
who were just too happy to occupy the portions of the
clubhouse that we weren’t. Mark, along with Dan, also
provided amazing vocal entertainment on the lawn
after Sailpast.
Our Moorings Chair Boris Steipe, was trapped in
Australia due to COVID so had to manage his moorings
role as best he could from the other side of the planet. He
had the most trying of circumstances but managed to do
the best he could.
Rob Hupfield, as Grounds Chair, not only took on his
previous off-Board role as Flood Mitigation Czar but now
took on the many other responsibilities of Grounds, all
when COVID 19 regulations made it near impossible to
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get any work done. Despite that however, Rob has been
incredibly dogged in maintaining focus on the flood
defenses with particular attention on the red section
walkway. He was also instrumental in coordinating the
electrical upgrades to the Algonquin side moorings.
Sandy Mandel continued as Membership Chair this year
and despite COVID managed to successfully recruit new
members. No mean feat. Sandy is now focusing on 2021
and hoping it will be less chaotic than this year has been.
Jade McDonnell in Entertainment, in her first year on the
Board filling a portfolio that had been vacant for several
years, was looking forward to an imaginative and busy
year when COVID suddenly left her with nothing to
organize. A most frustrating situation for her to deal with.
But undeterred, she switched her focus to organizing a
virtual Club to fill the gap until onsite activities ramped up.
Jade was also instrumental in initiating a sail past and the
only official social gathering we had on the lawn
afterward. She was also the creative brain behind the
Commodore’s review of the fleet with bagpipe accompaniment in the lagoon. I think that was the highlight of my
summer.
Robin Spurr in her first year on the Board and as
Communications Chair, found that COVID had made her
role completely virtual. She worked with Jade in developing the Virtual QCYC early in the season and producing
the Clipper magazine for the first time in only electronic
format and available only on our website.
Yves Florack in LTS, tried his damndest to get some sort
of Junior and/or adult Learn To Sail program operating at
QCYC this year before having to admit defeat. Yves is now
focused on making the program better for next year.
Roel Vanderwal, amazingly managed to launch some
boats this year. No mean feat in this COVID restricted year.
He gave our members the option to launch or not. Not all
clubs were so generous. Back in early June, the situation
was still very uncertain (actually, it’s still pretty uncertain)
so many members, including myself, chose to keep their
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boats on the hard this year. But those that wanted to
launch were able to. Of the 81 boats in the yard, 37 were
launched. But it required a concerted effort by a COVID
reduced team of members to make it happen. They had to
cross haul more boats than they launched: an amazing
accomplishment.
And a special thankyou to Eric Whan for joining the Board
in September as Planning Chair.
I also need to acknowledge our Club Manager Laura
Manganaro, who has been, since we hired her many
years ago, an instrumental part of the successful running
of QCYC but even more so this year. To assist in a trying
financial COVID environment Laura offered to work from
home and reduce her hours to a three day week but
strangely seemed to be available her normal seven days
a week.
And there were many members whose activities this year
were instrumental in making this year successful. Here is
what I am sure is only a partial list. I will certainly have
missed someone who has contributed above and beyond
the call of duty. If so, I ask is your patience and
forgiveness.
Peter Ashby – In the early days of the pandemic, when
everyone was struggling to figure out its impact, we
turned to Peter to assist us on how to proceed safely.
Without hesitation, Peter was there offering his advice and
expertise.
Nicholas Cianciotta – “Young Nick”, initially working with
“Old” Nick in doing the electrical wiring for the women’s
washroom renovation, soon branched out to start dealing
with the many wiring concerns elsewhere in the
clubhouse. Our greatest concern is losing that historic
building to an electrical fire. Nicholas’s work has reduced
that risk considerably.

Laurence Concannon – Anywhere there was a project
around QCYC this year Laurence seemed to be there,
from the women’s washroom to the Algonquin Queen II
and many points between.
Andy Gomes – If you are enjoying an improved electrical
service at your mooring this summer, it is Andy Gomes
you should thank. Andy working closely with Grounds
Chair Rob Hupfield and Star sailor and professional
electrician Randy Pickels in implementing the electrical
upgrades to our moorings.
Steve Hills – Steve was an instrumental force this year in
working with Roel to ensure a successful launch and haul
out this year. Without Steve, it may not have happened.
Paul Horne – Paul's numerous contributions have already
been chronicled in the Gybe this year with suitable
artwork by Peter Ashby, but no list of member contributions in just about any year would be complete without
Paul's name.
Peter Jones – Like several people on this list, Peter Jones
is well past the age when work hours are required. But
each year he contributes well over those minimums for
the benefit of the Club he has belonged to for well over a
half-century. This year Peter's many hours went into the
dinghy shed foundations, the flood mitigation boards, new
decking under the south balcony, and the storage box for
the many flood boards he fashioned, not to mention redecking his own finger dock.

Planning
Eric Whan

planning@qcyc.ca

First day on the job! Thanks to the
Board and membership for the warm
welcome as interim Planning Chair.
Who could have planned for the circumstances of 20172020? Perhaps none of us, and certainly not me. The
response of members, the Board and staff have been truly
amazing through these tricky times. None of us got paid
overtime of course, but we found ways to overcome.
Collective effort and leadership have set the Club up with
a reason for optimism for next season and well beyond,
and I am inspired to jump back onto this brilliant Board
we have right now.
We need to think long-term and build mechanisms for the
kind of resiliency the Club needs to more easily absorb
shocks and deal with the aftermath in ways that set us up
for future success. The volatile, uncertain, complex, and
ambiguous nature of these historic times (and this
extends well beyond the current pandemic) means we
need to be smart about the future.
The planning portfolio is all about forecasting where the
Club will need to allocate capital spending, beyond the
official terms of current Board members. As soon as the
boats are tucked in for the winter, I will have direct conversations which each of the chairs to get the best sense of
what’s on their horizons. I also want to hear from
members who are not on the Board. What does a vibrant
QCYC look like in 2030, and what do we need to do to make
it a reality? Please ping me online or corner me in the yard.
Pre-COVID, the '2020s were meant to be the “decade of
action”. That’s been slowed a bit, but more eyes are open,
and the best ideas are winning. QCYC has a role to play in
getting us to the future we want and need by 2030. It’s not
all about the money. I think the Planning function can help,
which means I’m good for 2021 if the membership is too.
Looking forward to working with you.
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Treasurer
Dan Smith treasurer@qcyc.ca

Well, we’re almost at the finish line
here. I’m not sure when this will
publish, but it’s September 25th for
me right now. Almost time to pack
up the boat and commence the portion of the year where I
live indoors. Should be fun, if a little less interesting.
There’s a bunch of stuff coming up: this article, the fall
invoice letter, and the AGM report – so I’m going to try to
do it here just once and more or less recycle it. That
should save us all a lot of time. Me on the writing side and
you as the reader.
Cool? Great! Here we go.
We started the year with a large slate of capital projects
mostly related to flood mitigation. It can be easy to forget
now that the lake was at record levels over the winter and
into early spring with the likelihood of flooding worse than
2019. Financially, this year was unique in that the vast
majority of capital was spent well before the season (and
pandemic) began. Projects included: upgrades to dock
electrical service ($36,000), continued work on the
women’s washroom carried over from the prior year
($25,000), breakwall modifications around the clubhouse
($40,000), repairs to the dinghy shed foundation ($10,000),
replacement and enhancement to WIFI equipment
($4,000), and general flood miscellany ($31,500). The total
budgeted capital amounts came to $146,500, which is
somewhere between two and three times the amount
seen in a typical year. Actual expenditures came in under
budget in nearly all cases with a few just slightly exceeding
budgeted amounts.
And then Covid-19 hit. We began cost reduction strategies
immediately, by reducing staff numbers and hours. Very
early on, we started looking at various financial scenarios
including a full and partial-season closure. We were also
sensitive to the personal financial pressures faced by our
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members due to Covid-19. .In April, the Board announced
several relief measures for members of all types. The
guiding principle was to not take money unnecessarily for
services we weren’t sure we would be able to offer. We
eliminated minimum billing, associate and drysail tender
passes, and family tender passes. We eliminated the fee
for entering into a payment plan and allowed new
members to spread initiation over a maximum of three
years. Those who had already paid received account
credits and a whole-hearted thankyou from the Board for
their support. We also implemented a 50% credit on 2020
moorings, which had been paid in the fall of 2019. This
was meant to be a temporary financial relief measure
until we could figure out what was going to happen. We
committed to revaluate this measure in July. This was
absolutely the limit of what the Board could offer in terms
of financial relief. We must all remember that a huge
proportion of our expenses are fixed. Things like
insurance, taxes, rent, wages (to at least a minimum
extent), safety inspections, and licenses are all foregone.
Start-up costs are also significant, particularly as they
relate to operating the tender. By July, we had a much
better picture. The tender had launched and was running,
the washrooms were operational, boats were in the water
having successfully launched in compliance with social
gathering limits. All these accomplishments came to be
through tremendous volunteer efforts and monetary
expense. As a Board we decided to revise our original
moorings credit as follows:
1. Boats that used a mooring would be charged 75% of
their 2020 moorings fee
2. Boats remaining in the yard would be charged 75% of a
summer storage fee (which is the same rate as your
winter storage and generally slightly less than
moorings)
3. Boats remaining offsite for the season would remain at
50% of the moorings fee (in recognition of the costs of
staying elsewhere while not devastating our bottom
line)

These modifications will be reflected in the upcoming fall
invoice. If you had paid in full before the credits, your credit
will be slightly reduced. If you paid 50% moorings in the
spring, you could now owe slightly more. If you are in the
yard, your moorings fees already paid will be credited and
a summer yard rate applied.
While this is probably not a perfect solution, I think it is a
fair and reasonable arrangement. I don’t know of any
other major yacht club that went this far to meet its
membership in the middle. Hopefully, you agree.
Aside from member financial matters, a good portion of
my time this year was spent navigating the various
government relief programs. We did have some success
in our efforts. First, we immediately began participating in
the 10% wage subsidy program, which offered a 10%
subsidy on payroll source deductions for about four
months. In May, we successfully applied for the $40,000
Canada Emergency Business Account loan. This interestfree offering forgives $10,000 if $30,000 is repaid by the
end of 2022.

increasing at a commensurate rate. There are significant
unknowns going forward, but my hope is that we’ve
learned enough this year to enter 2021 with some
optimism that we will be able to enjoy our boats and Club
even if limits on social gatherings persist. Of course, we
must remain vigilant in our efforts to keep everyone as
safe as possible.
At the end of September, we will begin the annual
auditing process and present a complete financial picture
at the (online) AGM in early December.
Stay safe out there, good luck with hauling out and
packing up for the winter and we’ll see you virtually at the
AGM.

We have now applied for the Canada Emergency Wage
Subsidy program through August. While it was a significant effort to prepare for this program, requiring input
from several professional accountants, the dividends are
well worth it, totaling approximately $50,000 to date, with
September through November yet to be calculated. Over
the winter, we have several treasury projects on the
docket, most of which are designed to bolster our ability to
work remotely while maintaining a high level of scrutiny
and security with respect to financial and other sensitive
matters. We are also planning to submit an application for
the Trillium Resilient Communities Fund on behalf of our
Learn to Sail Program. It’s a new program specific to
COVID-19-related issues, but worth pursuing for the
benefit of our young sailors.
Finally, there comes the question of what next year will
bring. The Board just recently approved the 2021 fees and
a preliminary budget. We targeted increases of one to two
percent on fees across the board. Our fixed costs are
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Fleet
Andy Oakes fleet@qcyc.ca

Was it all worth it? In March, the
thought of a sailing season of any
kind was more a remote possibility
than a probability. As the rising tide
of uncertainty, worry, and disbelief inundated us all, we
ventured forward. We worked in respirators, protective
suits, and sometimes, just alone, all for the possibility of a
chance to go sailing. As time ticked on, the wave of uncertainty ebbed, questions were answered and plans were
afoot. The Fed's had a plan, Doug had a plan, and QCYC
had a plan. Decisions were made, dates were scheduled,
and the butter was ordered. Although the best-laid plans
have often failed, that was not our fate this time around.
They pushed, they pulled, they laughed, they cursed a lot,
and they put their heads six feet apart and solved many
problems that could have halted the lot. Through grit,
brains, and determination the boats were splashed and
the 2020 season was here at last! If there were a Teddy
Doyle award for time spent on a boat in a season, Frank
Busch would win hands down. Seeing everyone get a
chance to enjoy their boats in the abbreviated 2020
season, and knowing that we did it safely definitely made it
all worthwhile!
I would very much like to thank this season's Board of
Directors, The dedication and commitment to the
membership went above and beyond this season, with biweekly Board meetings and lots of behind the scenes leg
work to make things happen. Ron and Jeff have shown
great leadership and kept everyone informed and up to
date with all things club related. Jeff and Ron's hard work
allows other Board members to do theirs.
The tender service was modified this season to meet new
requirements and budget constrictions, but, all in all, it
served its purpose and moved members and guests
reliably throughout the season. I would like to thank all
those members that contributed their time and energy to
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Fleet this year. The reliability and dependability of the
service is thanks to your hard work. I would also like to
thank Head Captain Steven for going above and beyond
this season. Steven has been filling our fuel needs at
Costco this season on his own time, saving the club a ton
of money. Steven, Justin, and Nick have been working on
the boat throughout the summer fixing all those little
problems no one ever seems to have time for. It would be
great to have all our captains and mates back next
season, they have all been bullet-proof reliable, friendly,
helpful and a pleasure to have around. We will continue
with our efforts throughout the winter, servicing and
repairing systems on all the boats, ensuring their reliability, dependability, and durability in the future.
My last thank you goes out to the membership. Without
you, there is no QCYC. Your hard work does not go
unnoticed, and your support this season has been very
much appreciated.

Vice Commodore
Jeff Imai

vicecommodore@qcyc.ca

We started this season with the
threat of high water and flooding.
Who would have predicted that
we would be in a pandemic and
that it would take priority over a
flood? Thankfully, the flood did not come.
The COVID-19 pandemic created a completely new
level of issues, almost daily. In spite of this, we
managed to launch the boats that wanted to
launch, partially open the club, open the restaurant,
hold Sailpast, time-trial racing, the Women’s Open
Regatta, Wednesday Night Racing, Weenie and
Movie Night, the QCYC Regatta, and ultimately the
Last Chance Cup. Small victories in these times.
The biggest concern at the start of the season was
the second wave and when or if it would arrive. This
is one of the critical factors in scheduling the
haulout weekend earlier than normal. We are
hopeful that haulout will be completed safely within
the COVID-19 restrictions.
New general insurance has been secured for the
club. Our previous insurer withdrew from the
Canadian market and extended our insurance for six
additional months until September. The new
insurance did come with strings attached; we will
need to undertake some remedial work around the
club. For members with lockers, please remember
that the deck, steps and hallways of the locker blocks
are not to be used for storage. They must be kept
clear of obstructions. Store your stuff in your locker
or, if hazardous, in the hazardous storage compound.

As this sailing season comes to a close, there is
some optimism that the 2021 season will be as
close to normal as we can get. Stay safe everyone!

The siren song of sailing
calls my soul
and lured by daughters
of the deep
I dream my jib and main
all full of wind
and feel
the nudge of ocean
surge
against my hull
freshening
breeze now whispering
direction
on my cheek
the muscle pull of sheets
I dream my hands
upon the helm
my body dancing
to the tempo of the swells
the water music
of the waves
and choose one star
to steer to
out of the bright
constellation of the night
and sail and sail
and sail
into morning
Gail Davis Smith 2020

We are planning to hold the Annual General
Meeting virtually. The format will be similar to the
Spring Meeting but will address voting issues.
Further information is to follow.
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Rear Commodore
Graham Dougall rearcommodore@qcyc.ca

Hopefully, this will be the last
Rear Commodore’s report like
this one for another hundred
years. The pandemic of 1919
ceased during the summer of that year, so detailed
reports of what the Club did then would be of little
help.
The Board was active during this season; often
meeting, virtually, every week to determine what
could be done legally and what should be done to
balance members' desire to be on the water with
the health and safety of members, staff, and others.
To compound the situation, at the start of the
pandemic, there was still the real possibility of
flooding that had to be addressed. The membership
needs to give the entire Board a round of applause
for winding their way through this quagmire.
Who knew that all that experience reading Notices
of Races and Sailing Instructions, writing them, and
being a protest committee member would come in
handy in parsing the various ever-changing
government orders that didn’t address sailing or
the operation of a club? This isn’t a knock on the
government who had the unenviable task of
balancing the economy and the desires of the
populace while trying to protect everyone based on
an incomplete knowledge and understanding of the
evolving situation. They had to produce regulations
without the normal long consultation process. In
the latest regulation, there are just a few
paragraphs covering sports and related activities
and, as such, the regulations can’t really address
the unique situation of each one. The regulation for
Rowan’s Law that addresses concussions in
amateur sports in Ontario, lists 65 sports, many of
which I have never heard of. Anyone ever particiPAGE 24 QCYC CLIPPER OCTOBER 2020

pated in Muaythai or Wushu? This isn’t a complete
list of sports in Ontario as ones that don't result in
concussions, such as golf, aren't included. It’s
understandable that some parts of the regulations
don't apply or seem over-restrictive for sailing, yet
at least we were able to sail and race.
Another group to thank is Ontario Sailing and its
staff, especially Lisa Roddie and Executive Director,
Glenn Lethbridge. They spent some of the
membership dollars on a lawyer to work with them
and Ontario’s Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism
and Culture Industries. They and their partner,
Boating Ontario, the association of recreational
marine businesses, worked tirelessly on our behalf
to lobby and determine what was allowed as soon
as regulations came out. Then they provided virtual
updates to the clubs, covering marina operations,
club operations, cruising, racing, learn to sail, and
summer camp type activities. We, the Board,
couldn’t have done what we did without Ontario
Sailing.
While we didn’t have an organized cruising
program, the Sailing Program was able to adapt
and have:
• A modified Sailpast in August
• A non-competition Single Sailboat Self Time Trial, when
we were still in Stage 2
• Women’s Open Regatta (WOR) in a time trial format
• Last Chance Cup (LCC) in a time trial format
• Seven Wednesday Night Races.
• The QCYC - LORC Open Regatta by running the PHRF
Rally/Coastal Race as part of the QCYC – RCYC Open
Regatta. RCYC offered to help and ran the course
racing as their Open Regatta had to be cancelled in July.
Twenty-one sailboats participated in PHRF
Rally/Coastal Race from three clubs in the traditional
heavy weather for our Open.

None of this would have been possible without the
work of all the volunteers for the Sailing Program,
especially the following chairs and team leaders:
• Bruce Smith, Chair of Wednesday Night Racing and
Open Regatta Committees.
• Pat Whetung, Chair of the Cruising Committee.
• Mary Ann Tevlin, Chair of the Women’s Open Regatta
Committee.
• Brandon Zagorski, Team Lead of the Measurement
Team and PHRF-LO Handicapper for QCYC.
As we can’t really know what the 2021 season will
look like. Planning will cover a range of possibilities. As always, I would appreciate your comments
and feedback for next year, whether for a normal
year or one with restrictions because of a
continuing pandemic. This includes any feedback,
pros or cons, of any of the changes put in place for
this year and whether any of them should continue
in normal times. This is especially important as we
won’t be having the traditional cruising and racing
post season feedback meetings.

May we live in uninteresting times!

Entertainment
Jade McDonell entertainment@qcyc.ca

A big thank you from Entertainment
to all the people who kept the fun
rolling this 2020 Season. Thank you
to all of those that turned up the
QCYC spirit and engaged with the Virtual Club, and
contributed to our connectivity. We enjoyed yoga classes,
sailing how-to videos, cooking shows, an incredible live
speakers series on various sailing topics, movie nights and
more. Thank you to all those who contributed to our entertainment and all those who logged on and enjoyed it!
We managed to enjoy one in person event this summer,
Sailpast 2020. We had to think a little differently this year
and Rear Commodore, Graham Dougal carefully
organized a new format for the procession that fit Covid
protocols. This year, Commodore Ron Mazza saluted the
Sailpast procession from the bow of the Rapids Queen.
Vice Commodore, Jeff Imai on Sansei, led the boats from
the harbour into the lagoon, as each boat dipped their flag
in acknowledgment. Colourful flags displayed from the
Rapids Queen, the Algonquin Queen II and many of the
participating boats continued the tradition of dressing ship,
that so beautifully signals Sailpast. We found a creative
alternative to the blessing of the boats as Ron and Pam
Mazza, in their full Sailpast regalia, were ferried via zodiac
through the lagoon. They were accompanied by booming
bagpipe music, this year played via bluetooth speaker. Pam
and Ron were greeted by loud airhorns and raised glasses
all along the lagoon, everyone celebrating the season that
almost didn’t happen. We then gathered on the lawn for
lawn games and good conversation, safely spaced with
smiles and take away dinners. Thank you to all of those
who were able to join us.
See you all next season,
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Membership
Sandy Mandel membership@qcyc.ca

Introducing two new members…
Riley Croke
Riley grew up in London and moved
to Toronto a few years ago after
taking on a national position within the insurance
brokerage he works for. He first became interested in
sailing at QCYC last summer after hearing about it from
The Bismark owners and beer-league teammates, Adam
and Darcy. Before ever stepping foot on a sailboat, Riley
and three other friends (Carter, Chris, and Steve) decided
social distancing would be more fun on the lake and
purchased Meridian from Chris Purdue in May. When
safely on shore, Riley is a big Toronto sports fan, likes to
play hockey, golf, and baseball, and doesn’t shy away from
a beer or two. On behalf of everyone on board Meridian,
Riley and friends would like to thank the numerous
members who have helped them get into the sport of
sailing and made them feel at home at QCYC.
Carter Grieves
Hi. I’m Carter, I’ve only been sailing once, and it happened
while pulling Sandy (our membership chair) in a dingy as
he yelled instructions. So it goes without saying that we're
very open to any sailing advice.
I was born and raised in Toronto, where I spent most of
my time skiing in the winter and drinking in the summer. I
am looking forward to getting to know everyone at the
club - the races sound especially fun!
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Sailpast
2020
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